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PUGET SOUND"KEGfO COUNCIL "

IN RE: Review of the _dequac7 )
of the Flight plan Project ) F/NDINGS, CONCLUSIONS,
EnvLronmental I_pact ) AND DECISION
S_atezsnt. )

)

L SUMMARY OF APPEAL AND DIF_ISION

A. S_O_tRT OF APPEAL: This is an appeal or request for
reconsideration by the City of Federal Way (City or appellant)
challenging the adequacy of the "Flight Plan Project" Final
Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS} issued by the Puget Sound
Regional Council (PSRC} as the nominal lead agency and the Port
of Seattle (Port} as the co-lead agency. (PSRC and the Port are
referred to herein together as the "respondent.'} The appeal
challenges the adequacy of the FEIS in three areas: Economics,

") Noise, and Health.

B. DECISION: Denial of appeal.

IL BACKGROUND

A. FLIGHT PROJECT ENVIROHMZNTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

On October 6, 1992, PSRC, as the nominal lead agency, and the
Port, as the co-lead agency, adopted the Flight Plan Project
FEIS. The general purpose of the Flight Plan Project (FPP) is to
"plan for the future air transportation needs of the Central

" Puget Sound Region through the year 2020 and beyond." FEIS
Section 1.1, Page 1-2. As part of this general purpose it is the
purpose of the FPP to "provide input for updating and amending
the Regional Airport System Plan," which is part of the Regional
Transportation Plan. FEIS Section 1.1.1, Page 1-5. The "input"
provided by the FPP is a review and discussion of several

possible general commercial air travel solutions or system
alternatives.

These possible solutions or alternatives include:

1. Improvements at the existing Sea-Tac Airport, including
one or all of the following components:
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_oad rJste= mmaaelent. .This alte . -: ,:-,. _, :,. •
f_ ) a. _e_apCs to-u-_et the region's future trave_ neeas :: i

wil_hout building any new dependent air c_._er . - __
runways. It includes the use of demand :_
m,-agement, new technologies, and high speed
transportation.

b. A new dependent third runway. This would allow
two staggered streams of aircraft to land during
bad weather. It would increase capacity at
Sea-Tat and would be able to accou_nodate both

landings and takeoffs of cc_"uter and jet
aircraft.

c. Sea-Tat in conjunction with a remote airport at

- Boeing Field or Moses Lake.

2. A multiple airport system consisting of the Sea-Tat
P4_port and supplemental passenger service airports at
sites north or so_th or north and south of Sea-Tat.

Possible supplemental airport sites considered are
Paine Field, McChord Air Force Base, Central Pierce
County, Loveland, and Black Lake/Olympia (Thurston
County ).

3. Closing Sea-Tat and replacing it with a larger airport.
The replacement airport would have three independent
runways that would allow for three simultaneous streams
of air traffic in all weather conditions and would be

large enough to provide for all of the region's
c_ercial airport capacity to the year 2020 and beyond
at a single site. The sites considered include Fort
Lewis and Central Pierce County.

4. No action.

The Draft EIS (DEIS) identified as a "preferred alternative" a
new dependent third runway at Sea-Tac and supplemental service at
Paine Field. The FEIS did not identify a preferred alternative.

" The FEIS was issued as a "non-project" or "progranmmtic" EIS. It
addresses the following elements of the environment: Noise, Air
Quality, Surface Transportation, Land Use, Public Services and
Utilities (Water and Sewer, Education, Waste Disposal, Fire, and
Police), Natural Environment (Wetlands and Water and Vegetation
and Wildlife}, Earth, and Energy. It also addresses "Public
Safety" and "Air Space MDnagement." It's stated specific purpose
is "to evaluate the regional environmental impacts of [the]
various airport system alternatives." FEIS Section 1. i. 3, Page
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/--_ I-7. It wall be followed by one or more site or projeCt-8_=cific_

Environmental Impact Statements that will _ issued __ o_er__= :_'

agencies 4,,clu_,',g, possibly, the Po_,-t o£ _:=_e._n_a[ '_" . "_'" -.'-the Federal Aviation _m4-I st_ration under _au_ .
Environmental Policy _t.

B. REQUEST FOR RECONSIDERATION

On November 6, 1992 the City challenged the adequacy of the EIS.
In its request the City states:

By filing this request for reconsideration Federal Way
seeks to have the responsible official withdraw the

" non-project action Final EIS and require preparation of
a project action EIS which includes a series of
reasonable alternatives. In addition, Federal Way

seeks to have the responsible official require
supplemental analysis in the areas of Health, Noise,
and Economics.

The City argues that the FEIS should be replaced withe
project-specific EIS because subsequent to when the FEIS was

.. issued the Port passed a resolution directing the Port staff toprepare plans and take certain other actions specifically related
to constructing a third runway at Sea-Tac, and by this action the
Port has:

1) Precluded consideration of other reasonable "system
alternatives; 2)Selected a non-regional solution to
meet forecasted travel needs; 3) Failed to evaluate and
select a series of reasonable "system alternatives" for
further project action environmental review as intended
by the non-project EIS; and 4) Violated the non-project
action EIS procedural requirements of SEPA.

The request states:

- Based on this action by the Port of Seattle, the

responsible official must determine that the flight
plan Final EIS is inadequate and withdraw the EIS from
further consideration. This action of the responsible
official will invalidate the Port of Seattle's adoption
of Resolution No. 3125.

In addition, the responsible official must direct
preparation of a project action EIS on a series of
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_ reasonable ._stem_ternatives'pric_to allowing ._
project-specific decisions to be made. _-_

The request also states that the FEIS fails to address issues
related to health and noise impacts. It states:

The EIS fails to empirically identify and address
adverse health effects of airports on such elements as
the general effects of noise, mental health,
cardiovascular disease, pregnancy and birth defects,
gastrointestinal disease, immunology, learning
disabilities, sleep and speech disruption and cancer.

The EIS inappropriately defers the analysis of many of
these health impacts to the project-specific phase of

" - environmental review. However, even at a non-project

phase, health impacts are consistent and identifiable
for each of the alternatives presented in the Flight
Plan EZS. It is appropriate that each of the issues be
adequately addressed by the non-project EIS to
facilitate the decision-making process in selecting a
series of preferred "system alternatives" or for
adopting policies regarding forecasted travel needs.

The request s4m;larly states that the FEIS fails to adequately
_ address economic issues. It states that the FEIS fails to

acknowledge or address several economic issues identified by the
City in its comments on the Draft EIS. It states, "Even at a
non-project level of review, economic impacts can be identified
and evaluated" and that "economic analysis is critical to
selection of preferred "system alternatives" and for adoption of
policies regarding forecasted travel needs."

On or about December 4, 1992, the responsible official of the
PSRC decided to refer the request for reconsideration to as
Hearing Examiner. The decision by the responsible official
identified in general terms the issue to be considered by the
Hearing h-m4-er. Those issues included issues pertaining to
noise, health, and limited economic ;mpacts. The decision by the

. responsible official 14-4ted review of economic issues to those

"economic-related issues which are required to be discussed in an
EIS." The responsible official declined to forward to the

Hearing Examiner issues raised by the City related to adoption of
Resolution No. 3125 by the Port of Seattle.

On December 17, 1992, the Port of Seattle submitted a motion to
the Hearing Examiner requesting that the Port be allowed to
intervene in the request for reconsideration. On December 18,
1992, in a pre-hearing teleconference, the Hearing Examiner
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_:% issued an oral order allowing the Port to intervene. _ue _y,__.__:PSRC, and the Port all participated in the pre-hearing _
teleconference. +_"

C. ISSUES CONSZDERED

At the Dec-mhar18, 1992 teleconference the participants,
together with the Hearing Ex-m;ner, agreed that the review by the
Hearing Ex--;-erwould address the following issues:

1. Whether the Non-Project Environmental Impact Statement
prepared for the Flight Plan Project adequately
addressed the health/noise impacts of the alternatives
under consideration in the EIS.

" 2. Whether the EIS adequately addressed those
economic impacts of the flight plan project that
the State Environmental Poli=yJu=t (SEPA} requires
to be reviewed in an Environmental Impact
Statement.

The preheating conference participants agreed that on or about
December 30, 1992 the parties would submit a list of specific
issues within the soope of the two issues listed above that they
believed should be oonsidered. The participants further agreed

1 that on or about January 4, 1993, the parties would submit any
objections to an opposing party's characterization of the issues
to be considered by the Hearing Examiner.

On or about Dec-m_er 30, 1992 the City submitted its list of
proposed sub-issues. It listed the same health issues that it
listed in its request for reconsideration. It listed the
following noise issues:

1. The failure of the EIS to address the adverse effects

of noise in its evaluation of preferred alternatives.

2. The inadequacies of Ldn as a noise impact methodology.

- 3. The need for a technical assessment of noise impacts to
Federal Way.

4. "The problematic degree of constancy between reality
and the modeled contours."

The City identified the following economic sub-issues:

1. The failure'of the impact analysis and associated
multiplier analysis to properly separate new.
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• spending creat_ bY the _rt alte_atives £r_

F _' spending ,that would exist-_thouC the a£_-_o_C . ._. _,:
expansion .... _ °�2. The failure of the EIS to sepa_al_e "new money"

from "old money."

3. The failure of the EIS to address or provide

analysis of wh4ch alternative l:_.'_:_J_les the best
of fiscal and env_onmontal impacts.

4. The failure of the EIS to consider growth-related
costs that are borne by government and its

consequent failure to address the net effect to
government revenues at any level.

5. The failure of the EI$ to aaconnt for the ability
of different communities to mitigate the resulting

environmental impacts and to fund public services.

6. The effects of the airport alternatives on

econcaic development "in available land areas
outside the core airport area" and the consequent
effects on the ability of the non-core communities
to fund infrastructure, capital facilities, and

• I public services necessary to support projected new
growth.

The City also stated that it intended to reassert coments
submitted by the City in response to the Draft Environmental
Impact Statement but not addressed by the PSRC in the Final
Environmental Impact Statement. Those ccaments are identified as
Comment Nos. 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 11.

On or about January 4, 1993 PSRC and the Port submitted its
objections to the City's proposed issues. They objected to the
majority of the economic issues identified by the City. They
stated that review and analysis of economic issues should be
l_m_ ted to:

"" Whether the EIS adequately discusses the economic
feasibility of funding public works projects designed
to mitigate the impact of the proposal.

They did not object to any noise and health issues raised by the
City.

On or about January 6, 1993, the Hearing Examiner issued a
written order that stated that the issues that would be
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_: considered by the Bearing Examiner .would be .the noise an_.health__.:._ .... _-_
issues identified by abe City in its prel_iua_7 _st of _ssues :_._-:_--'._
and the following economic issues: - .._-7:'_-:_:-_-

i. Whether the HIS adequately discusses the property tax

revenue impacts of the alternatives, considering
growth-related =ostm borne by co, unities.

2. Whether the EIS adequately discussed the economic
feasibility of funH4--g public works projects designed
to mitigate the impacts of the proposal.

IIL PROCEDURAL INFORMATION

No hearings were held on this request for reconsideration. All
testimony was presented in written form.

Exhibi_gz

I. Draft EIS
20 Final EIS

3. Federal Way Request for Reconsideration
13 4a. Letter from PSRC to Citystating what issues would be

forwarded to Hearing Exa_ner
4b. Letter from PSRC to Searing Examiner forwarding Request for

Reconsideration and identifying issues to be considered by
Hearing Examiner

5. Port of Seattle's motion to intervene

6. City's prel_m_nary list of witnesses, issues, and exhibits
7. Respondent's prel4m_nary list of issues, witnesses, and

exhibits.

8. Hearing Ex-_ner's pre-hearing order dated December 31, 1992
9. Respondent'8 motion to l_t issues on reconsideration
10. Hearing Examiner's pre-trial order re: Issues for

Consideration

11. Respondent's rebuttal list of issues, witnesses, and
- exhibits

12. Appellant's preliminary list of rebuttal witnesses, issues,
and exhibits

13. Appellant's supplemental list of witnesses, issues, and
exhibits

14. Direct testimony of appellant's witnesses
15. Direct testimony of respondent's witnesses

16. Appellant's list of questions for Bearing Examiner inquiry

t
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/__ 17a. Respondent's memorandum in support._0f ent-"Y of proposed.._._
findings of fact and:conclusions of _law _°_-"

17b. Respondent's proposed findings of fact and conclusions of - _
law "._-

IV. _3MMAaT Or _ TESTIMONT AND AIOUMEMTS

o

A. ECONOMIC X6SUES

Testimony about economic issues was presented by Dr. Richard
Zerbe. Dr. Zerbe generally focused on statements in the DEIS and
FEIS about the possible economic and fiscal impacts of a third
runway at Sea-Tac. Re attested to the following:

i. Statements in _e EXS that the third runway will result in
an economic beD@_i_ are. at best. unsupported by the EIS °
and may be misleadino.

The only circumstances under which the third runway can truly be
said to result in a benefit is if it results in a net benefit,
which i8 defined as the total of all additional revenue made

possible by the runway less all additional costs made necessary
by or resulting from it. If the statement in the EIS about
benefits refers to gross benefits, it is a useless statement. If
the statement refers to net benefits, it is misleading because it
fails to address the following costs associated with the third
runway.

a. Reduced property tax revenue due to decreased property
values caused by noise,

b. Reduced sales tax revenue due to a shift from high and
middle income population in the area to a low income
population,

c. Added =infrastructure" costs,

_ d. The costs of =induced changes in land use"
(deterioration of neighborhoods ), and

e. Costs associated with lost development opportunities.

2. The EIS ianores the benefits of decreasina noise _f th_
third runwav is not built.
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Zf the third =unvay is not built, noise levels will decrease _ _:.%_
_-") because of federally-mandated decreases in noiselevels of _
• airplanes. Thus, if the third runway is not built and there is ,::_

not an increase in the amount of air traffic, overall noise will -_
decrease. This will result in an increase in proper_.y values and

the consequent benefits associated with an increase _n property
values. It is necessary to know what theme benefits are to make
an informed choice among the alternatives.

3. _he EIS fa_is to consider the distribution of fiscal

The distribution of impacts will be different in each community
for each of the alternatives. The effect that any one
alternative will have on any particular community will depend

upon the fiscal and environmental characteristics of that.
community. Therefore, even if two or more alternatives wlll have

the 8am. e regional impacts, the impacts they have on a particular
communlty could vary 8ubstantlally.

4. The _acts on any one c_nitv such as Federal Way are not

5. Statements in th_ EIS about expansion of Sea-Tac resultina
in an increase in _obs is not SUDDorted bV the EIS and may

_emisleadina.

6. _tatements _n the E_S about increases in business revenues
are inadeauate and may be misleadina.

Dr. Zerbe also stated that the EIS is inadequate in several areas
not specifically related to economics.

B. NOISE XSSUES

Dr. James Chalupnick, Errol Nelson, Bans Aschenbach, and Frank
Osbun submitted written statements about noise.

Dr. Chalupnick attested to the following:

I. The noise measures used A_ the EIS. Dav-Niqht Noise Level
fLdn} and Sound Exposure Level {SEL} do not adequately
Reasure the noise to which airports expose needle.

They neglect or deemphasize low-frequency noises. Low-frequency
noises can cause secondary noises to which human ears are more
sensitive such as rattling of china and the shaking and squeaking
ofloose-fitting interior doors. The structural vibrations
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__ 17a. Respondent,s memorandum in support of entry of ..proposed _._ ,.;_.
findings of fact and conclusions of law c= :

17b. Respondent,s proposed findings of fact and conclusions of _
law -"

IV." L'Lr/I_I_a.KY OF A.PPELEA.W'/_ TE&'TIMONT AND A.R_S

&. ECONOMIC ISSUES

Testimony about economic issues was presented by Dr. Richard
Zerbe. Dr. Zerbe generally focused on statements in the DEIS and
FEIS about the possible economic and fiscal impacts of a third

r_nway at Sea-Tac. He attested to the following:

i. Statements in the EIS that the third runway will result in

an economic benefit ar_, _t best. unsuPPorted bv the EIS,
and may be misleadin..

The only c_tances under which the third runway can truly be
said to result in a benefit is if it results in a net benefit,
which is defined as the total of all additional revenue made

possible by the runway less all additional costs made necessary
by or resulting fro_it. If the statement in the EIS about
benefits refers to gross benefits, it is a useless statement. If

the statement refers to net benefits, it is misleading because it
fails to address the following costs associated with the third
runway.

a. Reduced property tax revenue due to decreased property
values caused by noise,

b. Reduced sales tax revenue due to a shift from high and
middle income population in the area to a low income
population,

c. Added "infrastructure" costs,

, d. The costs of "induced changes in land use"
(deterioration of neighborhoods), and

e. Costs associated with lost development opportunities.
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2. The EIS ianores the benefits O_ decreasin= noise if =the _
third runway is Dot built.

If the third zunway is not built, no_se levels wilI decrease _"
because of federally-mandated decreases in noise levels of
airplanes. Thus, if the third runway is not built and there is
not an increase in the amount of air traffic, overall noise will _._-.
decrease. This will result in an increase in property values and _

the consequent benefits associated with an increase in property
values. It is necessary to know what these benefits are to make
an informed choice among the alternatives.

3. The EIS fails to consider the distribution of fiscal

. impacts.

The distribution of impacts will be different in each community
for each of the alternatives. The effect that any one
alternative will have on any particular co.unity will depend
upon the fiscal and environmental characteristics of that
community. Therefore, even if two or more alternatives will have
the same regional impacts, the impacts they have on a particular
co=_unity could vary substantially.

4. The impacts on any one co=m_nltv sq¢ h @s Federal Way _e Do_
' examined.

5. Statements in the EIS about expaDsion of Sea-Tac resultinq
in an increase in _obs i8 not SUDDOrted by the EIS add may
be misleadinq.

6. Statements in the EIS about increases in business weveD_es
are inadequate and may be misleadin-.

Dr. Zerbe also stated that the EIS is inadequate in several areas
not specifically related to economics.
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' B. NOISE ISSUES " " ' - " " _

Dr. James C.halupnick, ExTol Nelson, Bans Aschenbach, and Frank '_
Osbun submitted written statements about noise.

Dr. Chalupnick attested to the following:

10 The noise measures used £n the EIS. Dav-Niaht Noise _eve_
(Ldn_ and Sound E;_l_osure Level fS_} do no_ adeauately
measure the noise to which alrDorts expose needle.

They neglect or deemphasize low-frequency noises. Low-frequency
noises can cause secondary noises to which human ears are more

8.ensitive such as rattling of china and the shaking and squeaking
of loose-fitting interior doors. The structural vibrations

caused by low-frequency noise can also lead to windows and
plaster walls cracking. Because low-frequency sounds cause the
whole structure to vibrate it is almost impossible to insulate
against them. Therefore, the measures recommended in the FEIS to

mitigate the impacts of noise will be ineffective in mitigating
the impacts of low-frequency noise.

2. The Dav-Niaht Noise Level w#m_sure of noise ks not ade_at_
because it fa_3s to m-__sure the _act of specific _pd
particular noise event s.

Rather, it simply measures the average noise level. People are
clearly affe__ted by individual noise events. The impact that
noise resultlng from an expansion of the airport will have on
people in the area will be directly related to the increase in
the number of flights.

3. The Sound EXposure Leve_ measure of sound as USed _n th_
FEIS is inadeauate.

It does not take into consideration all of the variables that can
affect the noise level generated by an airplane taking off or
landing. Further, it does not take into account the cumulative

- effect of noise levels.

4. There i_ nothina in the FEIS that relate_ the noise _evel
that will be aenerated by the airport expansion to state O_
local noise requlations.

5. The Inteqrated Noise Model tINM} used in the FE_S to Predict
noise exD0sure levels at various locations is flawed.
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_-_ It does not consider_s_cific topographicm_, or meteorological_
" conditions. Further,_:it is .improperly usea in the FEIS becau_b__

the FEIS ignores existing nolee levels. _ "'_":',_"_i_

6. The _EIS improperly assumes that a shift from Staqe 2 to
Staqe 3 aircraft will result in a noise reduction.

There is no guarantee that suoh a-shift will occur. Further,
even if the shift occurs, noise levelswill not necessarily be
reduced because the Stage 3 airplanes are likely to be larger
than the Stage 2 airplanes, and, thus, will generate as much or
more noise.

7. T_e sound i_mul_tion DrooTam identified as a mitiaation
_?a_ure i_ the FEIS fails to consider the impact of 8huttina

" off desirable noises such as birds sinaina and children

Dlayina and w_i_q sounds such as the cry of a child.

Further, insulating a house against noise can have an adverse
effect on the quality of the air within a structure. It oan
result in air bec_4ng stagnant and in a buildup of indoor
pollutants.

Mr. Nelson attested to the following:

1. Existina noise conditions in the vicinity of the Sea-Tat
AirPort have been underestimated.

Noise levels measured in December 1992 are higher than the
existing noise levels indicated in the FEIS. This means that the

area and number of people that are affected by existing noise
levels and that will be affected by increased noise levels due to
expansion of the airport are incorrectly stated in the FEIS.

2. The predicted noise levels _n the FE_$ do not take _ntn
consideration ancillary airport activity such as taxiinq
aircraft, bauoaue trucks, and maintenance activities.

These activities cotribute significantly to noise levels in the
. vicinity of the airport.

3. Use of SEL to describe the _mDact of a sinale aircraft
takinq off or landinq is misleadinq.

SEL does not adequately measure the effect noise has on
individual residents living in the area.

4. The FEIS does not adequately address low-frequency noise.
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_.. 5. Noise -b_n_nt measures are not ev-aluated in adeauate " '_ "_'_;_'"

M.r. Achenbach testified that the noise contour maps presented in
the FEZS for Sea-Tat Znternational Airport are inaccurate. He

testified that they understate the noise levels and the size of
the area and population affected by noise and , therefore, the
cost of mitigation.

Frank Osbun testified to the following:

I. The use of 65 T_n as an acceptable noise level is

Noise at this level can have a serious impact on health and the

quality of life. A level of 55 Ldn is more realistic.

2. The use of the "A-weiahted" decibel scale distorts the true
_act of noise on people and should be replaced.

3. Statements in the _s reaard_na noise _evels of Staqe 2
versus Staae _ aircEaft are misleadina.

! 4. The FEZS f_iS to Consider the imnaot advances in technolo_v
could have on _Q_e levels.

Advances in technology could result in more and larger aircraft
landing at Sea-Tat and in independent use of the third runway.
If either of these eveents occur, noise levels could be
considerably higher than predicted.

5. The FEIS failed to take into accoun_ _he _ac_ that _gde_al
Way has recently been desianated as an urban arowth ceqter
pursuant to the Washinaton st@te GEowt h Manaqement Act.

This designation means that Federal Way will have a larger
population than considered in the FEIS and that more people will

. be affected by noise than stated in the FEIS.

6. The FEIS overstates the noise _np_tS that would occur _f
Sea-Tac AirPort is not expande_.
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F c. zssms

Dr. Peter Brysse, Drs. Bennett Hansen and Lee Sanders, EI_
Willi_ms, Rose Clark, Dr. Nancy Angello and Frank Osbun submitted _.T
written statements regarding health impacts.

Dr. Brysse identifies possible health impacts associated with _
noise, including the impacts associated with low-frequency _ _
noises. He does not specifically identify what, if any, '""
noise-associated health impacts the FEIS failed to address.
Dr. Brysse also presents the results of a survey conducted to
measure the effects of noise on the educational environment at

Sunset High School, a high school in the area affected by the
noise from the existing Sea-Tat Airport. He does not state that
the FEIS failed to adequately address the impacts of noise on the
educational environment.

" i

Drs. Hansen and Sanders provide a s,,_--ry of potential adverse
health effects associated with airports. They do not identify
areas where they believe the FEIS failed to adequately address
these impacts.

Elizabeth Willi-m- submitted a statement regarding the health
effects of air pollution caused by airports. Ms. Williams states
that the FEIS is inadequate for the following reasons:

I. It fails to identify the economic cost to huma n _ea_t.h
caused bv the air Dolluti0n associated with the a_rpo_t.

Sea-Tac Airport is a major source of air pollution in the region.
Air polution can cause a variety of health problems. These health
have economic costs such as increased health care costs and
absenteeism from work that are not addressed in the FEIS.

2. The FEIS fails to adequately address the reported hiqher-
than-expected freouencv of cancer cases around a_rPo_ts,

Airports generate a n-tuber of pollutants that have been reported
to be causes of cancer.

3. It is not fully possible to determSn e what e_fect th,-
airport has had or will have on air pollution in the areR
because there _s no accurate basel_ne indicatinq present
levels of Dollu_ion.

Rose Clark presented information regarding the effects of noise
pollution on schools and school-age children and on health

generally. She also presented general information regarding
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p \ health _pac_ associated with air pollution- She states _that.._.._-<_ ,"
more consideration .should be given to a--green grass a_rport, __

an airport at a new lo_ation. ._i_

Dr. Angello presented a s,,_-ry of the impact of aircraft noise
on the education of children. She did not identify specific
inadequacies that she believes exist in the FEIS.

Frank Oshun testified to the following:

I. Assum_tio_ in the FEIS about the effects @f a third runway
at Sea-Tac on a_r Dollution are bias_0 in _avor of a third
runwa_

They assume that the only real way to reduoe the air pollution
resulting from aircraft delays is to build a third runway, that
without a third runway delys will forever be a problem at Sea-
Tac. This is not necessarilty true there are other ways to reduce
delays that do not require a third runway.

2. The FEIS iu_roDerly excludes vehicle e-_4 ssions fr_

employee trios from its calculations of the -mount of ai_
Pollution that will be Qenerated.

According to the FEIS, the airports will increase the the mileage
travelled by air port employees by 20%. Given that vehicle
emmissions are a major source of air pollution, this increase in

miles travelled could be a cause of a major increase in air
pollution. The information is available to calculate how much of
an increase in pollution will result. Therefore the FEIS should
provide this information.

V. Slb'MMART OF ]ILF,SI_ND]CNT'S TF,STIMONT AND ARGUMENTS

A. ECONG_IC ISSUES

Mr. W. Warren Sprague and Mr. David Mattern responded to the
- appellant's testimony regarding economic issues.

Mr. Sprague attested to the following:

i. The level of detail and reaional _ocus of the FE_S i_
appropriate qiven t_at _t is a non-project or Proqrm.._...:ti,EIS.

FLPL 0006793
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2. The issue of the 4_act on surroundina vicinity property :_

values and t-__ revenues was considered to be insiqnificant
_ the evaluation of the various alternatives.

In all oases, net property values -and property and other tax
revenues in the region should increase due to the development and
operation of any of the alternatives. Significant impacts to
individuals and oommunities affected by the development and

operation of a speoific alternative will he identified and
mitigated in project-level environmental impact analysis. The
net impact on property values and property and other tax revenues
is relatively minor in comparison to the total benefits to the
region.

Mr. Mattern testified to the following:

1. The level of A_nalvsis reaardina possible impacts on public
services and possible ways to mitioate such impacts
described in the FEIS are appropriate.

The EIS is a non-project or progr--_-tic EIS. More detailed

analysis will clearly have to be done.at the project level. For
many of the alternatives oonsidered, Information is not available
beyond the level of detail used in the FEIS. It is not
reasonable to expect that such information will be generated for
a non-project EIS.

2. Many of Dr. Zerbe's comments reaardina the EIS were

annarentlv base¢ on the Draft EIS rather than the Final EIS.

Many of the issues Dr. Zerbe says were not discussed or addressed
were in fact discussed or addressed in the FEIS.

B. NOISE ISSUES

Paul Dunholter and Dr. Henning, E. Von Gierke submitted
. statements responding to the noise issues raised by the

appellant' s witnesses.

Mr. Dunholter testified to the following:

i. The A-Weiahted decibel scale is w_del7 used in the
assessment of comunit ¥ no_se _m._acts.

Community noise standards are based on this scale. Nationally
accepted noise and land use compatibility guidelines as well as

!
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" speech and sleep interference crite_J_+a_e based upon this sea "scientific .+.,. +
_-- No single alternative has been widely_accep_edby the

=oz_unity. Changing to another scale has not met with widespread_ii.:_
acceptance within the scientific =cmmmni'tY °

2° _rcraft noise _ertification does _-ke into Consideration
1ow-freaue_=v _oise.

Therefore, it is not reasonable to suggest that Stage 3 aircraft
are being designed to take advantage of the efficienci?s in the
A-Weighted decibel scale in measuring low-frequency no_see. Low-
frequency noise, are not a significant problem with Stags 3
airGraft.

3_ _- i8 a widely accented measure of noise impacts.

A recent review by the Environmental Protection Agency, the
Federal Aviation Administratlon, and the FICON concluded that
there are no new measures of noise of sufficient scientific

standing to substitute for the Ldno Ldn takes into a==ount the
magnitude of all sound level of all individual events that occur
during the 24-hour period, the n-_er of events, and an increase
in sensitivity to noise during typical sleeping hours. Ldn is a
measure of the average noise during a 24-hour period. The
logarithmic nature of the decibel unit on which Ldn is based
causes sound levels of the loudest events to control the 24-hour

average. Research has shown that most measures of noise are
similar in that they measure the same thing.

4. The use of 65 Ldn i8 widely accented as the threshold of

8ianificant noise e_pQsure.

Nevertheless, the FEIS identified impacts at the 55 Ldn level.
Further, the FEIS supplemented the Ldn analysis with a single
event analysis based upon the Sound Exposure Level Metric.

5. Thouuh limited in its usefulness, the Sound Exposure Lev_1
Measure of noise is useful in identifv_nq the relativ_ level
of sinale-event disturbances.

It can be directly related to sleep disturbance. It was used
only to supplement the Ldn analysis.

6. Airport noises fas well as other tFanspo_tation-re_ated
noises) are specifically exempt from stets and lock, poise
ordinances because t_e7 requlari7 exceed permitted levels.

FLPL 0006795
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7. The fact that e_-_ors have _=n made _n the past predictinq
noise levels around Se@-Tac _rpor_ does not mean that the ..
prediction s made in the Final Enviro,m_ntal Tm_ac_ Statem=nt
are in error.

Past predictions have been inac=urate in part because of events
that occurred that were not predi'¢tahle. Ma-y of these events

are not llkely to reoccur. To a large degre?, .t_e levels of
noise that will be generated will be controlled y regulatlons
and agreements now in effect.

8. The INMnoise mod_ does provide a reasonably accurate model
or measure of noise.

The model was developed by the FAA, which maintains that the
model does not need to he specifically calibrated for use at each
airport. Further, a number of noise measurement surveys at Sea-
Tac Airport demonstrate that the model does reasonably predict
noise levels from Sea-Tao _4_9ort.

9. It is not reasonably possible to draw any conclusions from
the n0_se measurements reD0_ted b7 w_t_ess Nelson.

The short duration in which the measurements were taken make it

i impossible to draw any useable conclusions. Noise levels can
vary substantially on a daily basis. Measurements taken over a
long period of time are needed to account for such variation.

i0. The INM_de _ does take into considera_i0n the contribution
to noise from some around activities, but not all.

Studies done assessing the contribution of noise from ground
activities indicates that the contribution is insignificant.

11. Airlines will switch from Staqe 2 to Staqe 3 aircraft, ana
Staae 3 aircraft will result i_ a redugtioD _ Doise.

The Noise Budget for Sea-Tac assures that quiet aircraft will be
_ operated at Sea-Tac.

12. The FEIS used data based on cu_re_ av@_lable techno_oq7 or
tech_oloq7 expected to b e available over the next 10 years.

It is not judicious to rely on future technology that may or may
not be developed. The advance in technology mentioned by witness
Osbun is technology that is not expected to be availble for a
long time.
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_ 13. Federal Way was not desianat_-d as an urban ar_w_h center - _i_.
when the _EZS was Prepared. therefore, this fact could not i.__
have been considered in the FEIS. _

14. The analysis of noise abatement measures is sufficient for
the non-Dro_ect FEIS.

A more detailed analysis will be more meaningful and will be done

at a project level. The FEIS did identify general possible noise 7_
mitigation measures.

15. The FEIS did _0t _ncAude a detailed study of the cumulative
impact of noises _rom other sources because of the larae
variety of sites considered.

The levels of existing noise and the impacts of added noise vary
significantly from site to site. Therefore, it is more
appropriate that such an analysis bedone on a project-specific
level.

Dr. Von Gierke supported the testimony given by Mr. Dunholter
regarding the measures of noise used in the EIS. In addition,
Dr. Yon Gierke testified that the EIS does adequately address all
potential and alleged adverse health effects of airport noise.
It summarizes and reviews the same effects identified in the

j paper prepared by witnesse8 Drs. Hansen and Sanders. The FEIS

does provide decision-makers with enough information to evaluate
the noise impacts of the various alternatives. It gives
information regarding the change in the _,_er of people that
will be exposed to various noise levels with the different

alternatives. It thus allows assessment of the relative changes
to be expected from the alternative plans. By the use of the
single event noise level analysis (the SELmetric) the FEIS
provides information appropriate at the non-project level to
analyze effects upon communication and learning in schools and
upon interference with sleep.

C. HEALTH ISSUES

Dr. Greys and Dr. Michael Morgan submitted statements regarding
- health issues. Mr. Greve specifically testified about the

reasons the EIS focused on regional air pollution impacts. He
testified to the following:

1. A reai0nal analysis is aDDr0Driate because the E_S $_
intended to be used to make a reqional decision.

The Feis attempted to answer which airport system and

configuration would have the lowes_ potential for air pollutant
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2. _he E IS focused OD reaion=l _m_actS because they are the ."_
most difficult to mitiaate. __r;

3. A reaional a_!VSi_ is mos t appropriate because the
pollutants t_t ex0eed ,_bieDt _r _ualitv staDdarus the
most are reaional Dollutants_

4. _he information n_ded to do a local .it quality analysis is
veFy extensive and is _Qt available in most cases.

5. Information about the increase in A_r pollution that cuold
result from increased _lovee trios was not included
because it is to difficult to es_-te what that _ncrease

- - _qht be at this time.

Dr. Morgan testified that the FEIS does a=knowledge or address
the various possible health effects associated with noise that
are identified in the testimony of the City's witnesses. With
regard to the health effects of air pollutants generated by
airports he testified to the following:

I. Studies do_e _ Q_her alrDorts indicate that airports
contribute a _elat_vel7 small amount to the public exposure

! to air DOllUt_0 when ¢om_red to the contributions from
industries an¢ v_icular traffic.

2. Thouah airports contribute little to the human exposure to

air pollutants, the EIS does inform decision-makers of the
ootential health effects associated with air DollutaDts.

In addition to the testimony of the experts listed above, the
respondents provided testimony from Dr. Peter Beaulieu, Flight
Plan Proje=t Manager, regarding the history of the Flight Plan

Project and the relationship of the FEIS to future impact
statements that will be prepared for site-specific projects.
Also in addition to the testimony provided by the respondent's
witnesses, the respondent's attorneys presented legal arguments
in support of the FEIS. In s,,_pry, they argue=

1. The leqal adequacy of an E_S is judqed by the "rule of
reason."

This standard of review requires only that an EIS be compiled in
good faith and contain sufficient information to enable a

decision-maker to fully consider possible environmental impacts.
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2. Thefle.4 illt.-ffor th= of asona. lie,with
even more force ',1,1 a case such as t_s where the EZS ,is a _I" _ "
non.orojgc % EIS_ -_-

The Washington Administrative Code recognizes that a non-project
EIS requires more flexibility because detailed information is
normally less available.

3. Washin=top J_m4,!stratlve C_e Rule I_7-11-442(2_ states
that no_-Dro_e=t EIS,s should analT_e all q_ternatives at
rouahlv comparable levels of detail.

The desire hy the City of Federal Way to have more detailed
information required about the possible expansion of Sea-Tac is
.contrary to this rule. Zf more detailed information were
provided regarding the expansion of Sea-Tat, more detailed
information would have to be provided about the other
alternatives as well. Zn m.,y cases, such information is not

available. This is particularly true of new sites.

4. The use of two-tiered environmental e-_lvsis is consisten%
with SEPA rules that encouraae eaencies tO coDduct

__v - : _ . .ev_. . . _ " ." s.___a
ready for decision and excl=d nq from consideration _ssUe_
not vet ready for _ev_ew.

The Washin_on Administrative Code grants lead agencies the
authority to determine the appropriate scope and level of detail
of environmental review. PSRC recognized that the EIS would be

used for the purpose of adopting a regional plan and that more
detailed information would be needed at a later date.

5. SEPA rules explicitly state that site-specific analTsis _s
not reouired in a first phase, non-oro_ect EIS.

6. Thouoh site-specific information or analysis is not

reouired. SEPA rules do allow s__ site-specific ana_ysi-
when thewe are areas of specific conc erp.

- Thus, some site-specific analysis was provided regarding noise.
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P" "/ VI. FINDINGSAND CLUSlOI_i'S +_

•__++

A. INTRODUCTION

The request for reconsideration challenges the adequacy of the

information provided in the Final Environmental Impact Statement
on the Flight PI_ Project. TheFlight Plan Projact identifies
several alternative ways to address the future co_ercial air
transportation needs oft he south Puget Sound region. The PSRC
General Assembly will select one of the alternatives for further
consideration later this year. The Flight Plan Project EIS was
drafted to provide the GenaralAssemblyand the public with
information about the significant environmental impacts
associated with each alternative. The question presented by this
appeal is whether the information included in the FEIS adequately
addresses all such significant impacts. The Hearing Examiner
concludes that it does.

There are no specific or set standards against which an
Environmental Impact Statement may be judged to determine whether
it is adequate. Rather, the "rule of reason" is to be used to
determine whether an EIS is adequate. Applying this standard, it
is not necessary for an EIS to include every remote and
speculative consequence of an action. All that is necessary is a
"reasonably thorough discussion of the significant aspects of
probable environmental consequences. The discussion of
alternatives in an EIS need not be exhaustive; the EIS must

present sufficient information for a reasoned choice among
alternatives." SolidWaste Alternative Proponents v. Okanoqan
County, 66 Wash _pp 439, 832 P 2d 503 (1992).

This is particularly true in the case of non-project or
programmatic EIS'=. WAC 197-11-442(1} states:

The lead agency shall have more flexibility in
preparing EIS'm on non-project proposals because there
is normally less detailed information available on

their environmental impact and on any subsequent
" project proposals.

WAC 197-11-442(2} states that impacts and alternatives must be

discussed in the level of detail appropriate to the scope of the
proposal and to the level of planning for the proposal. WAC 197-
11-442{3) states:
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If the non-project proposal concerns a specific
geogr.aphic area, site-specific analTses are not._.
requlred, but may De Included _or areas ol spec_¢_c
concern. The EIS should identify subsequent actions

that would be undertaken by other agencies as a result
of the non-project proposal, such as transportation and
utility _8tema.

This Flight Plan Project EIS was issued as a non-project EIS. It
clearly states that further site-specific review will be
necessary and that additional impact statements will be issued
for any site-specific proposals. The FEIS acknowledges the
possibility that subsequent environmental review could show the
alternative selected by the PSRC general assembly to be

unacceptable. (See Pages 1-7 and 1-9 through 1-10.}

In reviewing the adequacy of an Environmental Impact Statement
the decision of the responsible official must be accorded
substantial weight. _ V_ 0ken°can County, supra, citing
RCW 43.21C.090. The responsible official for Puget Sound
Regional Council determined that the Final Environmental Impact
Statement i8 adequate.

Upon reviewing the Final Environmental Impact Statement and all
relevant exhibits and according substantial weight to the
determination of the responsible official, the Hearing Ex-m_ner

) concludes that the Final Environmental Impact Statement
adequately addresses economic, noise, add health issues. Bach of
these issues is discussed below.

B. ECONOMIC ISSUES

The FEIS adequately addresses economic issues. In Section
4.4.2.1.3 it acknowledges that airport-related noise may result
in a reduction in residential property values, stating that the
effect on a particular piece of property as well as the total
effect in any area will depend upon a n--_r of factors including
the average change in noise levels, present property values, the
number of homes or properties affected, the strength of the

_- housing market, and unique locational characteristics such as
proximity to employment centers or recreational amenities. It
concludes that decreases in residential property values are
likely to be more than offset by increases in the value of other

type of property such as comercial or industrial properties
surrounding the airport but outside the noise impact area. It
notes that the net effect that an airport will have on local
property tax revenues is dependent on two factors: The net

impact of the airport on residential and commercial property
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_ values and the amount of land occupied by the airport that is= :

_ removed from the tax rolls (assuming that the airport is owned "by .-_a.
_ a government agency). It concludes that relative to the first

facto_- the net effect of an -;_port on surrounding property
values is most often positive. It concludes that, with regard to
the second factor, the net impact on property tax revenues could
be negative at sites not now Occupied by airports.

This information is sufficient to allow decision-makers and the
public to compare the tax revenue impacts of the various
alternatives. Clearly, this information is not sufficient to
determine the specific tax revenue impacts any particular choice
will have, but such information is not necessary at this time.
The only information that is neoessary at this time is
information sufficient to allow the general Ass-_hly to make a
choice among regional alternatives. Information regarding the
specific and detailed impacts of • particular alternative on tax
revenues will be provided in a project-specific or site-specific
EIS. Further, given the variety of factors identified in the
FEIS that could ultimately affect the impact on tax revenues, it
is reasonable to defer the requirement for such information until
a site or project-specific EIS is issued.

The FEIS adecmately addresses issues related to costs. It
acknowledges in Section 4.5.3 that the lo_al demand for public
services including fire, police, water, and sewer service would
increase for each of the alternatives. It notes that the actual
increase in demand for services and the associated costs would

vary by location depending upon the level of existing services.
It does not discuss in any detail how the costs associated with
expanding public services would be paid. Instead, it notes that
methods are available to local governments and the state to pay
for the cost of providing additional services to new
developments. It notes that the impacts to public se_ices and
utilities would be likely to be easier to mitigate at sites that
have existing infrastructure improvements. It states:

No unavoidable adverse impacts to public services have
been identified at the regional level. Additional
studies at the site-specific level will examine, in

- detail, impacts to public services and utilities and

the costs associated with necessary mitigation.

This level of analysis of the potential increased demand for and

increased cost of public services is adequate for this FEIS in
that it apprises decision-makers of the fact that there will be

increased demand for services for all of the alternatives, that
the specific impacts will vary from site to site, that no
unavoidable adverse .impacts to public s_rvices have been
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identified at a regional level, and that additional site-specific
studies will be necessary.

Costs identified by the appellant such as the deterioration of
neighborhoods and the loss of development opportunities are not
the proper subje_ for this FEIS for two reasons. First, they
are site-specific dependent. Second, they are, at this stage of
review, too remote and speculative. The appellant does not
provide any information that allows the Hearing Examiner to
conclude that neighborhood deterioration is likely at any
specific site or that development opportunities will be lost at
any specific mite.

Several of the economic issues identified hT the appellant's

witnesses go well beyond the scope of the issues permitted by the
Rearing Ex-m4ner,8 order in that they are purely economic issues.
They are not addressed here.

C. _OISE ZSSUES

The EIS adequately addresses noise issues. The measures of noise
used in the FEIS (Ldn and SEL) are widely accepted and used. The
appellant does not provide any information pointing to a more
acceptable measure of noise. The level of noise used in the FEIS

• for identifying adverse environmental impacts (65 Ldn) is, again,
) widely used and accepted. It is the level used by the Federal

Aviation Achninistration. Though widely used and accepted, the
FEIS goes beyond identifying possible adverse impacts at the 65
Ldn level. It also identifies possible adverse iz_acts at the 55
Ldn level. It maps the areas that will be affected at both the
65 and 55 Ldn level. In addition, it provides information
regarding exposure to single noise event levels, measured as
Sound Exposure Level or SEL. It uses an SEL of 80 DBA, noting
that the level of 80 DBAcorresponds to the level at which sleep
disturbance and speech interference start to occur in the general
population.

The noise information used in the FEIS is adequate. The
appellant submitted information suggesting that the information

- used in the FEIS is inaccurate. At beet, the information
submitted hT the appellant suggests that there is room for
disagreement regarding existing noise levels. Given the short
duration for which the noise measures used by the applicant were
taken, the information does not require the FEIS to include
further analysis.

The FEIS adequately identifies the various possible health and
other impacts associated with noise. It lists such possib]e
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_npacts _nSection 4.1.2.1. The level of detail is sufficient to
/ apprise the decision-makers and the public of the possible

adverse health impacts and other adverse impacts associated with
aircraft/airport noise.

Use of the Integrated Noise Model (INM} to generate noise=ontour
maps is acceptable. The testimony su_nitted by the respondent
indicates that Sea-TacALrportwas need in developing the model

And that the accuracy of the model was confirmed by actual noise
measuraments taken at Sea-TaCo

The assumptions in the FEIS regarding the switch from Stage 2 to

Stage 3 aircraft and the impact that such a switch would have is
reasonable and permissible. Such a switch is required by federal
regulations and the Noise Budget contained in the Sea-Tac Noise
Mediation Agreement.

When the noise information provide by the applicant is considered
in its entirety, it is sufficient for the General Assembly to
consider the noise impacts of the various alternatives. The
methods used in the FEIS are used consistently for all of the

alternatives, so they provide a consistent basis for comparison.

D. REAL_ ISSUES

i The FEIS adequately addresses health i_acts. As is stated
above, it identifies the health impacts associated with noise.
It identifies the effect the alternatives are likely to have on

air quality. It identifies possible adverse impacts associated
with types and levels of air pollution. It acknowledges that all
of the alternatives will result in increased air pollution and a
decrease in overall air quality in the Puget Sound region. It
states that all system alternatives except for the replacement
airport alternative will result in less emissions than taking no
action at all. It notes that the most significant site level
impacts will have to be considered at site-specific EIS's. The
Hearing Examiner agrees with the respondent's testimony that it
is not necessary to provide specific base information for the
various sites at this time. The base level of pollution would
vary substantially from site to site. Base information is not

_ available for the sites. Generating it for each site would be
extremely time-consuming and costly. Specific site information
can and will be generated in conjunction with site-specific
EIS's. Again, the information included in the FEIS is adequate
to allow the General Assembly to compare the various
alternatives.
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V. DF_ISION

Based on the f_nd_tngs and conclus_on= above, At £s _he decis£on
of the Bea=_ng BxJ-_ne= that the F1£ght Plan Pro_ect F£nal
Env_onmenta_ Y_pact Stata_t is Adequate.

DATED thi. __93.
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